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Convincing evidence that the Egyptian, Sumerian, and Dogon civilizations were founded by aliens

from the Sirius star system who are now ready to returnÂ â€¢ Updated with 140 pages of new

scientific evidence that solidifies the hypothesis that the KGB, CIA, and NASA attempted to

suppressâ€¢ An awe-inspiring work of research that calls for a profound reappraisal of our role in the

universeâ€¢ Over 10,000 copies sold in its first two months of release in BritainÂ  Publication of The

Sirius Mystery in 1976 set the world abuzz with talk of an extraterrestrial origin to human civilization

and triggered a 15-year persecution campaign against Robert Temple by the KGB, CIA, NASA, and

other government agencies. Undaunted, however, Temple is back, with 140 pages of new scientific

evidence that makes his hypothesis more compelling than ever.Â  Many authors have speculated

on the subject of extraterrestrial contact, but never before has such detailed evidence been

presented. Temple applies his in-depth knowledge of ancient history, mythology, Pythagorean

physics, chaos theory, and Greek, to a close examination of the measurements of the Great

Pyramid of Giza, which was built to align directly with the star Sirius. He concludes that the alien

civilization of Sirius and our own civilization are part of the same harmonic system, and are destined

to function and resonate together. His findings warrant a profound reappraisal of our role in the

universe.
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To begin with, I give this book 4 stars and not 5 because it would be arrogant of me to offer the

highest mark when i happen to have only surface knowledge on the majority of the issues this



books deals with. Having said that, i find it comical if not outright hilarious that certain people give

one star because that would imply they can actually take every argument this book offers apart!

Now, for those that have actually read the Sirius Mystery thesis, we're talking about not one

argument here, but dozens which this researcher uses to put together a central argument. This

would mean that the people who are burying this book are ultra-masters of archaeology, mythology,

astronomy and history. Well, guess what: they are not. Guess again: no such masters exist

(R.Temple included) and all that is going on is that we're basically trying to battle our cluelessness

of our origin and history and as we do we find out that the mysteries we need to explain are by no

means easy tasks. The Piri Reis maps? Water erosion on the Sphinx? Come again? Noone,

certainly not mainstream science has offered adequate explanations (to put it mildly) about these

mysteries and the same goes about the human origin. No need to mention the ever eluding missing

link, is there? Why do i give this book 4 stars myself then? I'll hold that explanation, if i may, for the

end of this review. For the "uniinitiated", Robert Temple trigers his research by starting from the

FACT that a tribe called Dogon in Africa happens to have knowledge about the Sirius star system

they are not supposed to have i.e that Sirius A is "hiding" in its orbit a Sirius B and possibly a Sirius

C (recently confirmed much to the dismay of the fanatical opposition Temple was met with, very

unsurprisingly), or that Sirius B is a "heavy star" i.

I had become aware of this book in graduate school where I studied ancient history, and in fact had

thumbed through it and dismissed it as so much silliness. However, recently one of my own readers

had said she found the book fascinating. As she is an archeologist herself, I thought perhaps I had

made a quick and unfair judgment. I immediately ordered a copy of the new edition titled "The Sirius

Mystery: New Scientific Evidence for Alien Contact 5,000 Years Ago." To begin with, let me state

that I have written at length on the topic of alien life, of ancient contacts, and I have appeared on

numerous radio programs where I have defended and discussed my ideas and beliefs in a cosmos

filled with life. Now, I opened my new copy of Temple's book ready to be convinced of ancient

contacts, which many of my colleagues would consider an easy task as it would buttress my own

ideas, but alas, after a few short chapters I was disappointed. Dr. Temple does make some

excellent points, as well as raising some interesting questions. Yet many historical and

archaeological points he has made would bring about very different opinions when examined by

those not so willing to leap to the ancient alien contact hypothesis. I would also add that quoting

science fiction writers, albeit remarkably brilliant ones and filling the book with the unfounded

opinions of writers such as Zachariah Stichin will not convince anyone seriously considering the



historical argument of alien contact. It will however, shore up those whose only reason for

purchasing this book is to reaffirm that which they are already convinced. I was once asked if it

would surprise me to learn that Earth had been visited many times by advanced beings? My answer

was absolutely not. I almost expect it.

Once again you have a chance to encounter the mysteries of the humankind's past, this time - with

a help of Robert Temple, the author of The Sirius Mystery.The subject of the book is incredibly

fascinating: most of us are used to seek the lost knowledge cases in civilizations like ancient Egypt,

or Olmecs, or Maya; here we face a situation when an african tribe may possess the knowledge of a

high value that is linked closely to the achievements of modern astronomy. That is rather a key point

of the whole book - the Dogon who seem to know too much - about the things they can not know

anything about, and their legends that tell us about their ancestors that came from another world.As

in many other cases, the main advantage of The Sirius Mystery is its thought-provoking power, its

ability to mobilize and activate a reader's imagination and logical thinking. The beliefs of the Dogon

may be slightly confusing, the way they got their sacred knowledge about Sirius may be the one the

author suggests, or may be different - it does not matter too much: there seem to be a knowledge

anomaly happened in Africa, and we would better find out what caused it, since solving this more or

less recent puzzle may help us with investigating the ancient mysteries, such as locating and

building the Egyptian pyramids, the Chinese ones, or mysteries of technological achievements of

the ancient Middle East.
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